1. The Antichrist on a white horse. (66.6 pts)
2. Bring in a local television or radio station to cover the Scavenger Hunt, bonus points if you bring in national media. (60 pts for local, +50 bonus points for national)
3. An example of negative conditioning (5 pts)
4. flash Gordon (8 pts)
5. A full-size operational pinball machine, plugged in. (47 pts, 3 bonus points for getting a free game)
6. A furry two-headed monster to sound out the word "antidisestablishmentarianism" (10 pts)
7. Handcuff team member to a bowling ball (21 pts)
8. An exorcism (0-13 pts, 13 bonus points for a real priest)
Hazing (make it creative: 0-10 pts)
9. An interpretive dance of the Jupiter Comet Crash (be sure to include all four main moons in their proper positions and the Great Red Spot) (17 pts)
10. Juggle dentures (2 pts per denture set, 7 denture sets max)
11. A Lou Mitchell's diner "Restroom Evaluation Sheet" and a box of Milk Duds™ (5 pts)
12. Blood. Donate a pint to the United Blood Services on Friday, May 5th from 11AM to 6PM in the third floor theatre of Ida Noyes or from 11AM to 7PM at the hemobile in Hutchins Court. Judges will be on hand to record your donation. (25 pts per pint, 500 pts max)
13. A female team member to have her head shaved in front of the judges while she sings "Figaro" from the opera The Barber of Seville. (Original minimum hair length-- down to shoulders = 30 pts; if to mid-back = 70 pts; to or past waist = 110 pts)
14. Which company makes the white University buses (Shoreland Shuttle & A-F buses)? (1 pt) (AmTran)
15. Meddling Kids (5 pts)
16. A black and orange highway barrel from Canada (75 pts)
17. A couple dressed in burlap evening wear. (30 pts)
18. A pterodactyl made out of Little Caesar pizza boxes (15 points! points!)
19. What is the date of the newspaper on the desk in an exhibit at the Michigan Museum of Surveying? (7 pts) [April 15, 1865]
20. A rose to be shattered with the use of liquid nitrogen
21. Rats, foiled again (20 pts)
22. A Student marshal (9 pts)
23. What is song #190 on the jukebox in Gus's Bar in Lansing? (5 pts) [The Asshole Song (1-95 song) by August]
24. A realistic Mike Royko (Chicago Tribune) sculpture made of solder (17 pts)
25. Tooth Decay (6 pts)
26. Dissolve a snow-globe filled with red Kool-Aid™ (7 pts)
27. A restroom cloth towel unit, with warning label mentioning "serious injury or death" (39 pts)
28. A ring, the Ring Cycle, and The Lord of the Rings (14 pts)
29. According to a T-shirt at the Toronto T-Shirt Company, who should be hanged for the baseball strike? (8 pts) [Selig and Fehr]
30. A shrunken human head (60 pts)
31. Sit 'n' Spin™ with a team member sitting and spinning for 3 minutes (28 pts)
32. A mobile staircase used to board passengers onto a large commercial airplane (we want the real thing) (180 pts)
33. Seven seals, broken (7 pts)
34. A Northwestern student wearing dunce cap and sitting on a stool facing the corner. (7 pts)
35. A seventeen watt bulb (16 pts)
36. A Canadian accent (2 pts)
39. Shrieking eels (4 pts)
40. A full-sized carousel horse (53 pts)
41. A Volkswagen Beetle with 15 people in it (65 points)
42. An anthropology professor wearing rags and holding a sign that reads "will excavate and catalogue ancient metropolis for food" (22 pts)
43. A description of the Book of Revelation, performed in the style of "A Partridge in a Pear Tree" (12 points)
44. A prize from the "Toy 'n Joy talking machine" at the Hilltop family center in St. Joseph (14 pts) [toy will come in a plastic egg]
45. A bottle touted by the distributor as "shatterproof," being shattered (15 pts)
46. A cocktail menu and a salt and pepper shaker from the "Horizons" bar in Toronto (27 pts) [Shakers will be blue and white stoneware, bar is in the CN Tower]
47. A peer health educator wearing a condom on his/her head (9 pts)
48. A recitation of the entire narration of the "Robert Pershing Wadlow, Tallest Man in the World" film in the Guinness Museum in Niagara Falls (This will be a classic!) (44 pts)
49. One yard square scale model of the U of C campus with a Staff or Ra to point out the location of the Well of Souls (be sure to take back one cadem to honor the Hebrew god whose ark this is) (36 pts)
50. A scent block from a urinal at Union Station (15 pts)
51. Sea Monkeys (12 pts)
52. A Millard Fillmore commemorative coin from the gift shop at the Theodore Roosevelt Inaugural National Historic Site (32 pts)
53. Seas of blood and angels weeping (10 pts)
54. An authentic secret service badge and a pair of dark sunglasses (30 pts)
55. A full set of autopsy saws (27 pts)
56. The missing link (3 pts)
57. A Person literally and simultaneously kicking the bucket, buying the farm, pushing up daisies, and shuffling off a mortal coil (11 pts)
58. What do the two plaques on the railroading statue near the Durand Iron Works building read? (6 pts) [Durand Centennial Commemorating Railroading 1887-1987, and "I am here for all to see, please don't climb or sit on me."]
59. A pole vault pole (20 pts)
60. A podiatrist patting his head while rubbing his stomach (20 pts)
61. A score report sheet with the lowest combined SAT score you can find (Only one team will get it). (20 pts)
62. According to a video program in the Ecodek Theatre in the CN Tower, what is the "great engine that constantly recycles the world's fresh water?" (15 pts) [the weather]
63. A BioRhythm from the machine at the Ripley's Believe It or Not Museum in Niagara Falls (24 pts)
64. Something rotten from Denmark (11 pts)
65. An Avon Lady w/ samples (26 pts)
66. Something that is fruitful, multiplying (9 pts)
67. A sonnet about the road trip (make it good) (14 points)
68. A voodoo funeral (0-18 points, judge's discretion)
69. A special postcard of the Maid of the Mist (Hint: you can't get it at a gift store) (26 pts)
70. Barney, to be destroyed during the judging in the most imaginative way possible (1-20 points, judge's discretion)
71. A team member drinking an entire quart of (non-decaffienated) espresso. (32 points)
72. A big, bright, green pleasure machine. (17pts)
73. Something (other than a watch) to take a licking and keep on ticking. (4 points)
74. In whose memory is the rose garden at the Whaley Historical House in Flint dedicated? (5 pts) [Helen K. and Oren F. Stone]
75. A baby dressed as a Sumo wrestler (15 pts)
76. Who were the first two men to make a non-stop flight over the Atlantic Ocean? (3 pts) [Sir John Alcock and Sir A. Whitton Brown made the flight in a dirigible in 1919.]
77. A postcard from Holland Michigan that doesn't have tulips or windmills on it. (11 pts)
78. Who has a stronger Aardvarkian connection and why: Al Gore, Bob Lundgren, Jonathan Z. Smith, Mike Daniszewski, Robin Williams, Clarence DiMario, Donna Shalala, I.M. Laust, David Sim, Andrew Marshall, or Irving Caldecott? (Dave Sim, who is the creator of the "Cerebus The Aardvark" comic book) (1 pt)
79. A pencil from Krystal Falls Golfland in Battle Creek (14 pts)
80. A tenured professor skateboarding and wearing Vision Streetwear shoes and a "Skate or Die" t-shirt (30 pts)
81. A team member to eat a packet of cheese powder from Kraft™ Macaroni & Cheese mix without drinking anything (27 pts)
82. An item to be announced during the judging. (Amount of points will be announced)
83. A can of food so old that it's horrifically swollen. (12 pts)
84. A can of novelty "fart" spray, empty. (13 pts)
85. Canned OJ in a white Bronco. (45 pts or life)
86. A complimentary copy of the current Jelly Belly Menu & Recipe Ideas. (12 pts)
87. The Whore of Babylon (13 pts)
88. A postcard of the scenic train in Paw Paw (11 pts)
89. A Snot-nosed brat (7 pts)
90. A ketchup bottle labeled in English and French (25 pts)
91. Write a three page composition explaining why the Scavenger Hunt is the antithesis of all Western cultural values. Suggest possible solutions. Compositions must be doubled spaced and written in Standard English. Papers should be written in a clear, concise and informative style. Papers will be due in my office on May 7th, 1st floor of Ida Noyes. Late papers will not be accepted. (12 point Times)
92. What is engraved on the nut on top of the urinal flushing mechanism on the sixth floor men's room at the U of C law school library? (2 pts) [Royal Sloan Valve Co. U.S.A.]
93. A quickening (there can be only one!) (2 pts)
94. An all-metal or all-wood propeller (32 pts)
95. A Slush Puppie from the Avon Lake Wine Shop (Better keep it cold! If it melts, tough.) (37 pts)
96. Some Shakespeare read with people impersonating the voices of Darth Vader, the Swedish Chef, Elmer Fudd, Londo from Babylon Five and U. of C. professor John Mearsheimer (5 person dialogue) (14 points)
97. A Mormon named Norman (11 points)
98. What road does Exit 16 off the Queen Elizabeth Way leave you on? (10 pts) [Sodom Rd.]
99. A losing candidate for a Chicago political office, with campaign poster (15 points, or 20 for Larry Bloom)
100. How high off the ground is the bottom of the red parking tickets box in front of the Presque Isle park office? (7 pts) [Approx. 36 1/2 inches]
101. A team member in a kilt posing with a caber (minimum caber length: 10') (27 pts)
102. Live grubs and chubs from B.A.C. in Presque Isle (22 pts) [live bait]
103. A free lunch, and a U of C economics professor. (20 pts) (1 bonus point if he or she didn’t win the Nobel Prize (yet)).
104. Blow a bubble inside a bubble (4 pts)
105. An identifiable glass from Bearden’s in Rocky River (18 pts)
106. Proof your parents know of your extramarital sexual activities (10 pts plus 15 bonus points if you call them up and tell them over a speakerphone on the day of judging)
107. A shit-eating grin (4 pts)
108. A skiing accident (11 pts)
109. What is the brand name of the tires of the car parked in RecordTown at the Avenue Tower City Center Mall in Cleveland? (8 pts) [Goodrich Silvertown (?)]
110. At least twenty feet of orange plastic temporary fence (25 pts)
111. One hundred dandelions (12 pts)
112. A person completely prepared to take a tour of QRS Music Rolls in Buffalo. Get a ticket and do anything else you need to do. (15 pts) [Person must remove shoes]
113. A jar of fireflies (at least five live fireflies) (15 pts)
114. A Franklin Mint™ commemorative chess set (16 pts)
115. A human-pedaled ice cream cart (44 pts)
116. Literature from the Bhaktivedanta Cultural Center in Detroit (16 pts)
117. A smaller version of the rubber stamp at 9th and Lakeside in Cleveland (17 pts) [rubber stamp saying "Free"]
118. How many diamond shaped bricks are there on the front of the Monroe County (MI) Historical Museum? (5 pts) [twenty one bricks]
119. Who is on the Monroe (MI) Welcome Center team, according to the little white wooden hearts? (7 pts) [Lucy, Lorean, Tom, Ed, Carol, Steve and Debbie]
120. Brennan’s Farm Market Old Fashioned BBQ Sauce from Sandusky (13 pts)
121. A napkin ring from the Broadway Cafe in Lorain (9 pts)
122. A shanai (17 pts)
123. A rubbing of the picture on the plaque depicting the "Historic View of Southern Shore of Delaware Park Lake and Calvert Vaux's 'Spirehead' Gazebo Circa 1890" in Buffalo (20 pts)
124. A soda can imploding (13 pts) – ?
125. A team member to break all ten commandments in front of the judge (27 pts)
126. A successful demonstration of Draino—bring your own clog (17 pts)
127. Whistle the tune that the GE Answerphone™ (Model 2-9892A) plays for callers when there are a large number of messages on the machine. (3 pts)
128. Nine people re-creating the positioning of the "Color Guard" as depicted on the Soldiers and Sailors Monument in Cleveland (10 pts)
129. A Michigan water pen (8 pts)
130. What are the three deadliest insults to the Fremen (phrases)? (2 pts)
   (1. "You wear a collar.")
   (2."You are a servant. You’ve sold Fremen for water.")
   (3 "You have no immortality. None of your descendants carry your blood.")
131. A menu from Planet Hollywood (the restaurant owned by Arnold, Sly and Bruce) with some ham, some beef, and a large Italian. (5 pts)
132. A sump pump (19 pts)
133. A Lite Brite™ (12 pts)
134. A sailboat main sail (minimum boat length- 20 feet) (24 pts)
135. A pizza box from East of Chicago Pizza Co. in Sandusky (15 pts)
136. A reel-to-reel tape recorder (26 pts)
137. A cornucopia (15 pts)

138. Who said of Chicago "It was great. Brought a tear to my eye and a lump in my throat." (4 pts) *Betty Myers from Palatine, IL*

139. From which mall level is it impossible to spit on the pianist in 900 North Michigan Avenue, assuming that the pianist is playing and not using an umbrella or other protection? (2 pts) *The ground level*

140. A rubbing of the plaque on the Reverend James Edward Quigley, D.D. commemorative statue in downtown Chicago (9 pts)

141. The definition of a "Private Car," according to the rate chart pamphlet from Amm's Limousine Service in Chicago (5 pts)

142. Which U of C Police Emergency Phone (the "white phones") has the inscription "Genghis Kraken Lives" on the inside *(55th & South Shore)* (3 pts)

143. A one page, double spaced, coherent theory about the Vorlons. (7 pts)

144. A photocopy of the "Little Mermaid" videocassette box with the controversial phallic imagery censored. (5 pts)

145. Brain flossing (floss in nose, out mouth) (10 pts)

146. A contortionist to tie his or herself up in knots (25 pts)

147. An X-ray photograph of a lobster (20 pts)

148. How much is half an ephah? *(liquid measure, est. 1.5/8 - 1.1/3 of a bushel)* (2 pts)

149. A Business School student stealing a "Romper Room" cushion from a U of C undergraduate (23 pts)

150. A team member drinking Clamato through his/her nose (10 points) 🍊

151. A cocktail napkin from Alcatraz (21 pts)

152. A copy of the Maroon, being used to wrap fish, or lining the bottom of a birdcage. (12pts)

153. What is inscribed on Toronto bike racks? (8 pts) *[CITY OF TORONTO LOCK BICYCLE TO POST (on both sides), CITY CYCLING COMMITTEE (one side)]*

154. Raze cane (3 points)

155. Your team's cadre of elite Scavenger Hunt commandoes armed to the teeth (15 points)

156. An automobile dealer, and a car that's being taken out for a test drive (30 points, or 40 for an imported sports car or 50 for a Winnebago)

157. A pair of team members throwing and (hopefully) catching a kraut juice-filled balloon (standard oval rubber party balloon) at increasing distances. Points will be awarded on a competitive basis with the team completing the longest distance toss winning the greatest number of points. Please bring at least three filled balloons (30 points for winning, descending to a minimum of 10 points)

158. A copy of the Chicago Tribune article in which Charles Farrell acknowledged that many students hate the U of C. (6 points)

159. A cheesy cottage made out of cottage cheese (9 pts)

160. A Chicago Blues Legend (55 points)

161. A map of the United States (including state borders, principal cities, major rivers and highways) drawn on a team member's skin. (35 points)

162. Play "Chubby Bunny". Stuff (regular sized) marshmallows into your mouth while clearly articulating the words "Chubby bunny". (1 point per marshmallow, 50 pts. max.)

163. Launch a 3 stage model rocket (Be sure to comply with all relevant Federal regulations) (28 points)

164. A gingerbread man from the Gingerbread House Bakery in Komoka, with receipt (19 pts)

165. A flower from Custom Design Flowers in Wonderland Mall in London (10 pts) *[flower will be fake]*

166. *Tamil item (antlers or horns of an animal)* (24 points)

167. An Easter Island Christmas decoration. (15pts)

168. Chutney in a colostomy bag (21 pts)
169. A completed copy of the air traffic controllers certifying test. (16pts)
170. A cloth flag of Ontario (36 pts)
171. Receipts proving that you owe a balance of $6.66 to the University. (6pts)
172. A steak knife from Magum's in Chicago (16 pts)
173. Three Stonehenge uprights made of closet doors (PLEASE make sure they are structurally sound) (57 pts)
174. A strap-on beer tap (empty) similar to those used by the United Center beer concessionaries (35 pts)
175. Streetwise cap (17 pts)
176. The David Koresh album (26 pts)
177. Get something identifiably from Flint that isn't totally depressing (17 pts)
178. The Eye of Mordor on a team member's forehead (6 pts)
179. The leading brand (8 pts)
180. A thousand origami paper cranes (75 pts)
181. Ticket to Woodstock '94 and a Pepsi cup full of mud (29 pts)
182. Transfers from eight different CTA buses, including the #97 (16 pts)
183. Truly Overwhelming Hat (30 pts)
184. Twenty different styles of sugar packets (20 pts)
185. Unpeeled banana, sliced into segments inside the peel (14 pts)
186. Authentic Chinese dragon (people wearing a long dragon-like costume) appropriate for use in a Chinese New Year celebration (80 pts)
187. A person with exactly half of their body (left or right side) shaved (you can keep both eyebrows.) (35 pts.)
188. An authentic wooden didgeridoo (50 pts.)
189. A uniformed marching band (at least eight members) (76 points)
190. What are the serial numbers on the electric hand dryers in the women's restroom at the Ontario Travel Centre and Currency Exchange in Sarnia? (8 pts) \[43092 and 43089\]
191. An Orgy of destruction (0-7 points, judge's discretion)
192. Someone whose hand is covered with dried Elmer's glue (10 points)
193. What is coprolith? (1pt)
194. A copy of of each of the pictures that inspired Mussorgsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition." (Reproductions are fine) (11pts)
195. A Cadbury Creme Egg, to have the yolk blown or sucked out of it. (with shell intact) (8pts)
196. A Blue Jays concessions cup from the SkyDome (16 pts)
197. How many statues of dogs/rabbits/whatever-those-animals-are are there in front of the Toronto Metro Urban Affairs Library? (20 pts) \[nineteen\]
198. A soccer ball-shaped World Cup lampion sign (26 pts)
199. An executive desktop toy (6 pts)
200. A handful of sand from the ashtrays in the lobby of the Stouffer Tower City Plaza Hotel in Cleveland (20 pts) \[the sand is black\]
201. A solid cube of cement 2 feet on an edge with 2 sneakers embedded in the surface (25 pts)
202. One of something flying over a cuckoo's nest (10 pts)
203. A plastic bag from "Computer Fest '95" in Toronto (11 pts)
204. Orthodontic retainers in the colors of the rainbow (21pts)
205. A pachinko machine (21 pts)
206. Parking Tickets from Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and Ontario (25 pts)
207. A parody of the Spring Formal posters (1-15 points, judge's discretion)
208. A copy of "The Baffler" (7 pts)
209. A sword cane (10 pts)
210. A complete breakfast (not just part of one) (8 pts)
211. A copy of William Shatner's album, "The Transformed Man." (25 pts)
212. According to the Digital Underground's "Humpty Dance," what does Humpty Hump like? (2 pts)
213. An authentic space suit. (The kind astronauts could use on a space walk) (100 pts)
214. Anticipation, Experience, Remembrance (15 pts) [make it good]
215. A baker's dozen of smoke alarms (20 pts)
216. A "Beaker" T-shirt. (11 pts)
217. A Toronto subway token (7 pts)
218. Who was the first woman to go over Niagara Falls in a barrel, and how old was she? (4 pts) [Mrs. Anna Edison Taylor, age 63]
219. A showerhead (9 pts)
220. What is the weight capacity (in pounds and people) of the elevators in the Richmond Tower in Toronto? (17 pts) [3000 pounds, 17 people]
221. A copy of divinity school theologian Franz Bibfeldt's "The Unrelieved Paradox?" (2 pts)
222. A menu from the Movenpick, and a daffodil (18 pts)
223. Where lies the body of dentist DeMille, according to the Ripley's Believe It or Not museum? (6 pts) [In the largest cavity he ever did fill]
224. A yellow plastic open-ended mailbox for the Monroe News (17 pts)
225. A comment card from the New York State Thruway Authority (15 pts)
226. A completed crossword puzzle from the Buffalo News for a day during the hunt (28 pts)
227. What is the inscription on the replica wedding ring of the "World's Tallest Married Couple" in the Ripley's Believe It or Not museum in Niagara Falls? (11 pts) [Tallest Married Couple on Earth]
228. A French citizen, admitting that the people in France don't bathe very often. (8 pts.)
229. A team member wearing only Luke Skywalker Underoos. (13 pts)
230. Monobrow (meaning that your eyebrows meet). (3 pts)
231. A White trash van. It must have horse/wolf airbrush paintings on the sides and tire covers (we would also accept Harley Davidson™ tire covers), tinted windows, and thick shag upholstery on the interior. (73 pts)
232. What movie featured Buddy Guy and a University of Chicago "student." (1 pt) (Adventures in Babysitting)
233. What was the creature that pulled Luke under the water in Star Wars? (2 pts) (Dianoga)
234. A letter from Dave Rhodes telling you how to make money fast (3 pts)
235. A team member kissing his mother with tongue (35 pts, Go Mom!)
236. The Biblical "know" (5 pts)
237. A bottomless pit. (5 pts)
238. A resident-head wearing only underwear, a snorkel, a lobster bib, and saddle shoes to be egged by the team (30 pts)
239. Where is Victoria's Secret article 038737, Color 126 Fantasia Taglia 3 made and how much does it cost? (Italy, $145) (2 pts)
240. What are the ingredients in the shaving cream of the Shaving Fun Ken™ doll? (deionized water, stearic acid, sorbitol, petrolatum, glyceryl stearate, peg-100 stearate, isopropyl myristate, mineral oil, triethanolamine, methylparaben, phenoxyethanol) (2 pts)
241. A farewell card for Jane Buikstra being mailed at the judging. (Make sure to sign it.) (10 pts)
242. The past six Student Course Evaluation handbooks with the fictional course evaluations highlighted. (15 pts)
243. A fifty gallon aquarium containing one live (and healthy) guppy. (38 pts)
A letter from a head of a church saying they're concerned with your lack of patronage (10 pts)

Thirty things that rhyme with each other (50 pts)

Floor pie (13 pts)

Forbidden donut (7 pts)

A live four-headed nematode (20 pts)

What person's office door (in Harper) has "P. Hall" written on it. (3 pts) (Dave Owen)

A mandril and a tendrill (10 pts)

A person in a full body cast (75 pts)

A water-bed filled with water (an outside item) (60 pts)

A Colecovison™ to be hit with a sledgehammer (twice) (17 pts)

A game of pogs (10 pts)

God's business card (5 pts)

A person with lit candles in each nostril (8 pts)

A Greedo action figure (15 pts, sorry about the mess)

A one foot tall sculpture of a hand made out of Hamburger Helper™ (20 pts)

Hearse with siren (80 pts, bonus pts for an unlicensed nuclear accelerator)

A poster of Erik Estrada and a CHiPs™ lunchbox (35 pts)

A hootenanny or a hullabaloo (7 pts)

What U of C department uses the van with the license plate number "OF2915." (2 pts) (Anthro)

A bill, a newt, a dole and a gore. (10 pts)

What Chicagoland business has the slogan "We can Heel you, Save your sole, even dye for you." on their front window? (Tom's Gold Coast Shoe Repair) (4 pts)

A Body Fluid Clean-Up Kit™ from a U of C bus (7 pts)

Teammates in pajamas on vertically stacked bunkbeds (3-5 beds) (5 pts per bed)

What is Golgotha? Where is Golgotha? Show us a Golgotha! (15 pts)

Fire and brimstone. (18 pts)

A Mr. Broccoli Head (broccoli wearing Mr. Potato Head accessories) (12 pts)

Bronzed Dog Poop (25 pts)

Famine, pestilence, death and war. Make it good. (Points: Judges discretion from 0-35 pts)

A person with oysters having a shucking fit while repeatedly screaming "I'm having a shucking fit!" (4 pts)

A house made only of playing cards and staples large enough for a team member to stand in (40 pts)

Kosher-for-Passover marshmallows (5 pts)

Did you know that the average American has one testicle and one breast? (1 pt)

A letter from a foreign embassy or consulate wishing your team (specifically) luck (12 pts)

A brick from the Cleveland Rock 'n Roll Hall of Fame construction site (We will know the difference, you cheaters.) (33 pts) [bricks are tan]

A member of the Black United Front and a member of Alpha Delt (with proof) shaking hands (40 pts)

A meteorite or a lodestone (bring a compass) (15 pts)

A business card from Green Prosthetic Inc. in Presque Isle (15 pts)

A full-sized hovercraft capable of carrying at least two adults (175 pts)

"Walking in a nuclear winter wonderland." (make sure Santa has appropriate attire) (20 pts, if it's good)

Phenylalanine and someone with PKU (26 pts)

A sign from a Canadian bar warning that the legal drinking age is nineteen (21 pts, you're welcome)

A Today™ Sponge (3 pts)
286. A full piano keyboard made from dark and white chocolate (22 pts)
287. A picture of a steamboat, a shirt bearing the word "Steamboat", and someone who has changed his/her name to "Steamboat" (37 pts)
288. A pillar of Salt (19 pts)
289. A team member to suck a golf ball through 30 ft of garden hose (15 pts)
290. A Pop-A-Matic Bubble™ (points to be determined by four pops of the dice)
291. A poster from the "Pick and Shovel Society" with the word "archaeology" misspelled (ate pointz)
292. The tackiest Niagara Falls souvenir you can find (1-16 pts, judge's discretion)
293. A "Clifton Hill- The Street of Fun at the Falls" banner (44 pts)
294. What is the world's largest valve, according to the Guinness Museum in Niagara Falls? (6 pts) [32 foot, 170 ton butterfly valve at Arnold Air Force Base in Tennessee]
295. An item that visibly demonstrates counterclockwise spin bias. (9pts)
296. A device to launch a Twinkie™ across the Midway. (40pts, 15 bonus points if you can hit a team member on the other side)
297. Dishonorable discharge paperwork from the U.S. Army. (15pts)
298. Optimus Prime™ and Megatron™ transformers (23 pts)
299. A plastic number from the Original House of Pancakes (5 pts)
300. A team member with a real, permanent tattoo bearing the words "University of Chicago Scavenger Hunt 1995" (83 pts)